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• 4 x spelligators 

• 7 5 x letter tiles (25 beginning, 
25 middle and 25 endings) 

• l x official answer 
word list 

• l x game guide 

Correctly spell the most words using the letter tiles and 
stacking them onto your Spelligator . 
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. Spelllgatorn1 Is a new and exciting word building game that covers 
the letter patterns of synthetic phonics In a systematic approach, 
which Includes consonants, vowels, digraphs, and clusters. The 
game encourages social Interaction as students observe and help 
each other to spell and bulld words. Each player turns over a tile 
and If they can make a word they add It to their Spelllgator. The 
tiles are designed In a way that helps children learn that certain 
sounds have a particular position. For example, you will never 
find an 'ng' at the beginning of a word, so the Spelllgator will not 
allow this. This innovative feature of the Spelligator also teaches 
children letter formations and letter positioning. The player who 
makes the most words at the end of the game wins. 

Spelligator™ has been designed to develop children's understanding 
of phonemic awareness and spelling patterns of common English 
words. Spelligator™ can be played at 2 different ability levels, Rookie 
for beginners is for younger children who have just started to read and 
spell , and Expert for an added challenge. Included in this game is an 
answer word list that covers all the word patterns that can be made. 
Let children use this guide to settle any disputes they may have over 
correct words. Suitable for players aged 5-adults. 



1. Place all the letter tiles face down on a table. 

2. Each player must choose a Spelligator. 

3. Each player takes a turn turning over a tile. Let the youngest player start 
the game. 

4. When you can make a word with the tiles that are facing up, pick up your 
three tiles and place these in the correct order on your Spelligator's back. 
When you make a word have an extra go by turning over another tile. 

5. Keep stacking the tiles on your Spelligator to spell as many words as you can. 

6. Remember, you must add new tiles to the existing words to make new ones. 

7. For every word you spell correctly you may turn over an extra tile. 

8. When you can't make any more words, stop, and let the next player take 
their turn, and so on and so on. 

9. When no more tiles can be used by all .the players, stop the game and 
count your words. 

10. Whoever makes the highest Spelligator wins! 

1. Check the official answer word list for any 
spelling or word arguments with other 
Spelligator players. 

2. Abbreviations should not be counted. 

3. Do not use proper nouns, such as 
person and place names. 

4. Do not count any 
inappropriate words. 
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Spelligator™ can be played at 2 different ability levels - Rookie for 
beginners or Expert for advanced spellers. 

1. Rookie level - separate out the following tiles for use: 
s, a, t, p, i, n, m, d, g, o, c, k, ck, e, u, r, h, b, f, ff, I, II, ss 

2. Expert level - use all the tiles in the game. 

If you'W enjoyed this game visit 
our website to see more of the 
fantastic Junior Leaming range 
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